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It is amazing how serendipitous experiences, that are truly enlightening, enter our

lives. Last month we were invited to speak to the Ministry of Education in

N’Djamena, the capital city of the Republic of Chad. Neither of us had ever been

there, nor did either of us directly know anyone from the country. We were asked to

speak about the NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013) and provide a workshop to

illustrate what a NGSS based classroom would look like. It seemed harmless

enough, and it was an opportunity to escape some of the Chicago winter.

Before continuing, let us tell you a bit about the country to provide some context.

The Republic of Chad is a land country in central Africa. It is bordered by Libya to the

north, Sudan to the east, Nigeria to the southwest, and Niger to the west. The official

languages are French and Arabic, but enough English is spoken for us to get along. It is

the fifth largest country in Africa, with a population of 12.83 million. Based on its

bordering nations and the ever looming specter of Ebola we were a bit hesitant to

accept the invitation, but the U.S. government said it was a safe place to travel.

Upon arrival, we were greeted by the Director of the Ministry of Education,

Francois Dbergerois and this is when we began to realize that all was not well-

planned. It seems that in 1968, a new set of science standards entitled, Nuclear

Generation Science Standards (NGSS) (Ministry of Education, 1968) were

developed. The implementation of the standards did not go well and were held in

hiatus until 2010. When Chad heard about how the U.S. was promoting the NGSS in

2013, they mistakenly thought that the U.S. NGSS was the same as the Chad NGSS.

Hence, we were invited as international experts to explain how we were

successfully implementing what Chad thought was their vision of science education.

They were truly enamored by the idea that the U.S. saw the value in what they had
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developed almost 50 years ago. We started to become nervous, but said nothing

about the honest mistake. After all, most permutations of science standards

throughout the world are fairly similar. Additionally, 7 years ago we were asked to

speak at two separate 3-day workshops in Shanghai and Kunmin, China. We

thought we were each going to speak for 1.5 h at each workshop. During the

introduction ceremony for the first workshop it became clear that we were expected

to conduct the full workshops at each location, not just 1.5 h each. To be clear, we

were expected to deliver two 3 h workshops. Luckily, our lives are stored on our

flash drives and we, who knows about the audience, were able to survive. So, we

have previously encountered ‘‘lost in translation’’ experiences.

In any case, we thought it behooved us to learn as much about the Chad NGSS and

its development as soon as possible. Although a land locked nation, Chad is well-

known for its innovations in submarine technology. It seems odd for a landlocked

nation, but Lake Chad is its namesake and the second largest lake in Africa.

Historically, the earliest settlers in Chad did not know it was just a lake (Maseraille,

2015). They thought it was an ocean or sea. One of the problems encountered by their

locally developed submarines was the inability of military personnel inside the

submarine to hear sounds emanating from outside the submarine. Obviously, this was

a problem because the advanced technology of sonor and periscopes was still in its

infancy. The situation was puzzling because virtually everyone knew that sound is

conducted through water. However, one prominent scientist said publically, ‘‘I don’t

care what you think, I want to hear what science says.’’ Hence, the title of this

editorial. The scientist then proceeded to conduct a series of experiments to prove his

point that water does not conduct sound. This was the series of events that lead to the

development of the Chad NGSS. The general format is a series of scientific problems

that engage students in investigations to answer ‘‘real world’’ problems. Strange and

coincidentally, we have a colleague at another university who has a fellow faculty

member who made this very same statement while berating a graduate student who

had claimed that sound is conducted in water. The faculty member is an avid

swimmer and claimed that he/she could not hear sounds outside of a swimming pool

while swimming in the pool. In short, this was considered a scientific proof that

sound is not conducted in water. Perhaps this is the problem in the approach taken by

multiple nations in trying to find Malaysia Flight # 370. How could we ever expect

sounds to be conducted from the sunken plane wreck to the surface?

There is a second instructional sequence in the Chad NGSS we find extremely

interesting. It focuses on a controversial soccer match between Chad and Nigeria in

the 1950s. Chad was heavily favored, but they lost to Nigeria 3–2. The weather was

unseasonably cool the day of the match and many were concerned that the soccer

ball (or in their terms, football) was deflated by the cooler temperature (Maseraille,

2015). This made the air pressure in the ball lower and the ball was less responsive

to being kicked. The ball travelled less distances at a slower speed. Consequently,

many of the attempts to score a goal were thwarted because the goalie had more

time to respond to the oncoming ball. Of course the problem was that we all know

that the air pressure in a ball is unaffected by external temperatures (Faurot, 1958).

Does this sound at all familiar? Didn’t Bill Nye talk about this recently on CNN? He

held up a football and an air pump and stated that the only way you could change the
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air pressure in a football was with a pump. What an amazing coincidence. And,

given that the Patriots did win the Super Bowl further supports the same notion.

They were not favored by deflated footballs in their victory over Indianapolis.

Nevertheless, this historical sporting event was used as a focal point for one of the

engaging investigations for students to pursue. We guess we will never try to put a

hard boiled egg in a bottle by letting the air in the bottle cool down.

An additional example, should further solidify your understanding of the flavor and

format of the Chad NGSS. It is well known that the earth rotates around its axis. We

know this by the primitive observations of sunrise and sunset each day. However,

Angela Rothen challenged this belief in the 1940s. She elevated a hot air balloon above

London, claiming that if the earth truly rotated the balloon would eventually be

elevated above New York without the balloon travelling at all. The balloon was at an

altitude of about 3,000 feet. After a period of 12 h, the balloon was still elevated above

London. The earth had not rotated below it, proving that the earth really does not rotate

around its axis (Santibanez, 1972). You can only imagine how engaging this was for

students to finally gather scientific evidence that contradicting opinion. Unfortunately,

this also reminds us of a Ph.D. student that Norm had at Oregon State University. One

day before sunrise, Norm and several students and faculty were travelling to the

Oregon coast to do some salmon fishing. As the sun began to ‘‘rise’’ Norm mentioned

how beautiful the sunrise was. The graduate student in question thought it was a funny

comment because, he said, the sun rises on the east coast, not the west coast.

A final engaging example revolves around the belief that the earth orbits the sun.

We didn’t always believe this. But, most of you reading this editorial have certainly

grown up with this notion. Within this paradigm, the earth would be moving through

our solar system at about 30,000 miles per hour. This would be the necessary speed

to account for what earthling’s experience during the course of one full year. And

yet, on most days we can walk outside without any of our hair blowing in the wind.

We all know that if a dog pokes her head out of a car window at a speed of about 30

miles per hour her ears will flap in the wind. We all know that if we spin ourselves

around one of those play area wheels at about 10 miles an hour, our hair blows in all

directions. Yet, we are expected to believe that our earth is orbiting around the solar

system at 30,000 miles per hour without our hair being messed. Seems odd, doesn’t

it? Something’s amiss (Han Tosunoglu, 1976).

The overall approach taken in the Chad NGSS is to have students consider real

world questions and problems and design and conduct experiments to gather

scientific evidence to arrive at conclusions. Knowing this, it became less of a

daunting task to address the CHAD version of the NGSS. In the end, the CHAD

NGSS is not that much different than the U.S. NGSS. What a rich experience we

had, and how intriguing it was that inviting us to speak by mistake all turned out

okay. We are sure you have had similar experiences. After all,

This is the April Fool’s Issue

Most of this editorial is not true, but more is true than you realize. It might make

good conversation at the next ASTE meeting.
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